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Abstract 
In this paper, a successive quadratic programming method for solving general nonlinear programming problems is 
proposed and studied. In order to avoid the Maratos effect, we present new corrections for the search directions. Global 
convergence and local superlinear convergence r sults are proved, and some numerical results are reported. 
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1. Introduction 
The nonl inear programming problem to be considered in this paper  is defined as 
minimize f (x ) ,  (1.1a) 
subject to gi(x) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m' ,  (1.1b) 
gi(x) >>, O, i = m' + l . . . .  ,m, (1.1c) 
where f and gi (i = 1 . . . . .  m) are twice cont inuously differentiable functions mapping N" to ~ ' .  
One of the most successful methods for solving (1.1) is the successive quadrat ic  programming 
(SQP) method.  The SQP method computes a search direction by solving a quadrat ic  programming 
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problem at each iteration. Hence at the kth iteration, the following problem 
minimize Vf(Xk)X d + ½ dT Bk d, 
subject o gi(Xk) + Vgi(xk)rd = O, i = 1,...,m', 




is solved, where Bk is positive definite. It can be seen that (1.2a) is a quadratic approximation to
(1.1a) and (1.2b)-(1.2c) is a linear approximation to (1.1b)-(1.1c) near the point Xk. Let dk and Uk be 
the Kuhn-Tucker pair of (1.2). Then, a stepsize along dk is calculated by some technique in order to 
obtain global convergence. Such methods have been studied by many authors (see e.g., [1-15]). 
An attractive feature of the SQP methods is that they possess a fast local convergence property. 
In order to obtain global convergence, the methods are often designed by making use of an exact 
penalty function as follows 
m' 
4~(x) =f(x)  + r 3-' Igi(x)l + r max(0, - gi(x)), (1.3) 
i=1  i=m'+:  
where r > 0 is a penalty parameter. It has been observed, however, that the use of (1.3) may 
deteriorate the desirable local convergence property. This unfavorable phenomenon, commonly 
called the Maratos effect, has drawn much attention, and some remedies have been proposed to 
retain a rapid rate of convergence. 
One way of avoiding the Maratos effect is the watchdog technique of Chamberlain et al. [3]. This 
method allows a limited number of iterations in which a relaxed steplength acceptability criterion is 
employed. 
Another way of avoiding the Maratos effect is to introduce a second order correction for the 
search direction. Recently, Fukushima [6] introduced a procedure that obtains the second order 
correction by further solving a quadratic programming problem at each iteration, that is, he let the 
second order corrected version of dk to be a solution of the following subproblem 
1 
minimize p~d + -~ d T Bkd, (1.4a) 
subject o gi(Xk) + a~ki)Vd = O, i = 1,.. . ,m', (1.4b) 
gi(Xk) + a},i)Td ~> O, i = m' + 1 . . . . .  m, (1.4c) 
where 
m 
Pk = V f (Xk) -- ~ i~1 uj'i) [ Vg,(Xk + dk) -- Vgi (Xk)], 
a~ ° = ½[ Vgi(xk) + Vgi(xk + dk)], 
dk and u, = (u[ :), ... ,u~')) r are the Kuhn-Tucker pair of (1.2). Algorithms incorporating similar 
correction devices have also been suggested and analyzed independently by Mayne and Polak 
[10], Fletcher [5], and Lai and He [8]. 
A disadvantage of the second order correction technique of [6] is that it requires the calculation 
of a quadratic programming (1.4) at each iteration. In this paper, we present an SQP method with 
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a new correction technique which overcomes the disadvantage. Our correction is performed only at 
some iterations, not at each iteration, and the corrected version of dk is a solution of a system of 
linear equations. 
Let Ek = {ilgi(Xk) + Vgi(xk)rdk = 0, i = 1 .... , m}, and the cardinality of Ek be ek. Define Ak as 
the matrix with columns a(k i), i ~ Ek, and gl, as the vector with components gi(Xk), i ~ Ek. Assume 
that Ak has full column rank. Let Ak (1) be the matrix whose rows are ek linearly independent rows of 
Ak and Ak (2) be the matrix whose rows are the remaining n - ek rows of Ak. Obviously, Ak (1) is 
nonsingular. Correspondingly, dk is decomposed as dk (1) and dk t2) such that A~dk= 
A(1)T~(1) Ak(2)T dk(2) k "k + . Consider the following ek linear equations: 
A~ 1)Td(1) = - Ok - -  Ak(2)Td~ 2). (1.5) 
S ince  A (1) is nonsingular, (1.5) has a unique solution denoted by dk (1). Let dR be the vector formed by 
dk (1) and dk (z) such that (1.5) can be rewritten as follows 
A[  Clk = -- 9'k . (1.6) 
The dR is our corrected version of dk. It can be seen from (1.6) that dk is a solution of the following 
equations 
gi(Xk) + a(kOTd = O, i ~ Ek, 
which involves a part of the constraint functions of (1.4). 
We have proved that the SQP method with the new correction technique possesses global and 
superlinear convergence properties under the same assumptions as those of l-6]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our algorithm and give some 
comments on the algorithm. In Section 3 we show its global convergence toward K -T  points of the 
problem. In Section 4 we consider its local convergence. In Section 5 we report some numerical 
results obtained by a preliminary implementation of our algorithm. In Section 6 we give a con- 
clusion and in the Appendix we give complete proofs of some intermediate r sults. 
2. Algorithm 
Before giving the algorithm, we define a function used in the line search criterion: 
m" 
~P(Xk + ad) = f(Xk) + o~Vf(Xk)T d + 12 72 dT Bkd + r ~ [gi(Xk) + o~Vgi(Xk)T dl 
i=1  
+ r ~ max(0, - gi(Xk)-- ~Vgi(xk)Td). (2.1) 
i=ra'  + l 
Obviously, we have the relations 
~(Xk) = 7'(Xk), ~(Xk + ad) = ~P(Xk + ad) + o(lladll). (2.2) 
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Algorithm 2.1. 
Step 0: The initial Xo and Bo are given, parameters r, Pl and #2 are appropriately selected,/11, 
/12 E (0, 1), /11 ~ /12" Set ~o = 1, k = 0. 
Step 1: Solve (1.2) to obtain d k and Uk. If dk = 0, then stop. 
Step 2: Calculate Xk+ I = Xk "3V ~kdk,  
Pk (1) = ( !~(Xk)  - -  ~(Xk+ 1))/(Itff(Xk) - -  ~'/()~k +1))" 
Step 3: Ifp(k 1) ~> /11, then let ak = ~*, Xk+l = Xk + Ctkdk, 
f 2~k if 2~k ~ 1, 
~k + 1 ~--- ~[ ~k otherwise, 
go to Step 7. 
Step 4: If A k has full column rank, then go to Step 5. Otherwise, if pk ~1) >~ /12 then set ak = ~k, 
Xk+l = Xk dr- ~kdk, ~k+l  = 5~k, go to Step 7; ifpk (1) < /12, go to Step 6. 
Step 5: Solve (1.5) to obtain aTk. Calculate X(~k) = Xk + ~kdk + ~2(Clk -- dk), 
Pk (2) = ( ~(Xk)  - -  l~) (X(~k) ) ) / (~ J (Xk)  - -  ~(Xk+l ) ) "  
If pk (2) >/ /12, then let ~k = ~k, Xk+x = X(Ctk), 
(2C~k if 2~k~<1 and p(k 2)/>/11, 
~k + 1 = ~ ( CCk otherwise, 
go to Step 7. 
Step 6: Set ~k = i ~k, return to Step 2. 
Step 7: Update Bk+ 1. Set k = k + 1, return to Step 1. 
We first give the following two lemmas whose proofs can be found in the Appendix. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose d k :/: O, and r > lUrk i)[, 1 <~ i <. m, then the directional derivatives of  • (x) and 
tP (x) along dR exist, moreover 
D~ ~(xD = Dd~'(xk) < O, 
where 
Da~(Xk) ----- lim [~(x  k --[- ~Xdk) -- ~A)(Xk)]/~ , Da ~ll(Xk) = lim [tIl(Xk -~- ~Zdk) -- til(xk)]/~. 
o~ --~ 0 + o~ ---~ 0 + 
Lemma 2.3. Define ~(~) = tP(Xk + edk) -- ~(Xk), ~ e [0, 1], then ~(~) is a convex function, more- 
over, ~(~) ~ ~(1) .  
Some comments on the algorithm are given below. 
(1) The basis matrix Ak ~1) and the system of linear equations (1.5) can be solved by Gaussian 
elimination method efficiently. 
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(2) Lemma 2.2 implies the equality 
lim q)(Xk) -- 4)(Xk + ~dk) _ Daq)(Xk) _ 1. (2.3) 
~-~o + ~(Xk) -- tP(Xk + O~dk) DatP(Xk) 
When ~k is small enough, (2.3) implies p~k 1) > #1. So the algorithm skips to Step 7 from Step 3, and 
the computation will not cycle infinitely between Step 3 and Step 6. 
(3) In order to make the algorithm work efficiently, we have to specify a formula of updating the 
matrix Bk in such a way that Bk approximates the Hessian of the Lagrangian function 
L (x, u) = f (x) -- u a" 9 (x) at (Xk, U k), where 9 (x) = (91 (x), ..., 9,,(x))X. Although there are many possi- 
bilities of doing this, the modified BFGS formula presented by Powell [11-13] seems most suitable, 
because it preserves the positive difiniteness of Bk and it yields superlinear convergence under 
certain conditions. 
. Global  convergence 
In this section, we consider the global convergence of Algorithm 2.1. In order to prove this 
property, we need the following assumptions in this section (cf. [6]). 
Hypothesis 3.1. (i) { Bk } are symmetric, positive semidefinite, and uniformly bounded. 
(ii) The penalty parameter satisfies r > SUp k {max1 ~i~,, lUkti)t}. 
(iii) {dk} and {Xk} are bounded. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  Hypothesis 3.1 holds, then 
(i) 7J(Xk) -- ~(Xk + dk) >1 ½d]Bkdk, (ii) lim [~(Xk) -- ~(Xk+l)] = 0. 
k--* ov 
Proof. (i) dk and Uk satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of (1.2): 
Bkdk-  ~ Utk i) Vgi(Xk)= -- Vf(Xk), 
i=1  
9i(Xk) + Vgi(Xk)X dk = O, i = 1, . . . ,m',  
gi(Xk) q- I7gi(xk)Tdk >1 O, i = m' + 1, . . . ,m, 
U(k i)[9i(xk) + Vgi(Xk)T dk] = O, i = m' + 1 , . . . ,m,  
Utk 0 >~ 0, i = m' + l , . . . ,m,  
which imply 
1 a- 1 
-- Vf(Xk)T dk -- ~ dk Bkdk = -~ dTBkdk -- ~ u~ ') Vgi(Xk)T dk 
i=1  










I~- = { i lg i (Xk)  >1 O, m' + 1 <% i <% m}, 
I£- = {ilgi(Xk) < 0, m' + 1 ~< i ~< m}, 
From (3.2)-(3.4), we have the relation 
~P(Xk) - ~P(Xk + dk) = r Z Igi(xk)l + r 
i=1 i=ra '+ 1 
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= r Z la,(xk)l + r Z Igi(xk)J + u~i)gi(Xk) + ½ d T Bkdk 
i = 1 i~I~ i = 1 
>i Y, u~° g~(xk) + !dT2 k B~dk 
i~I~ 
1 
>t -i dkT Bkdk" (3.5) 
(ii) F rom the definitions of p~k 1), pk (2) and Xk+ 1, we have the inequality 
~(Xk) -  ~(Xk+I) >~ min{/~l,/~2)[ ~(Xk) -- ~0¢k+ ~)] 
~> #2 EhU(Xk) -- ~(Xk + ~kdk)] 
>~ #2~k[~(Xk) -- ~(Xk + dk)] 
>/ 1]22~kdT Bkd  k >/O. (3.6) 
So {~(Xk)} decreases monotonically. Since {Xk} is bounded, {O(Xk)} has a lower bound. Thus, 
{ • (Xk) } is convergent, furthermore, 
lim [~(Xk)  -- I~(Xk+l )  ] = 0. [ ]  
k~oo 
Lemma 3.3. I f  Hypothesis 3.1 holds, then 
(i) lim [O(Xk) -- ~g(Xk + dk)] ---- 0, (ii) lim Bkdk = O. 
For proof, see Appendix. 
It is now straightforward to prove the global convergence. 
Theorem 3.4. I f  Hypothesis 3.1 holds, then Algorithm 2.1 either terminates at a K -T  point of(1.1) or 
generates an infinite sequence {Xk } whose limit points are K -T  points of(1.1). 
Proof. Because the algorithm terminates only if d k - -  0, it follows from (3.1) that the last iterate XR is 
a K -T  point when {Xk} is finite. Suppose that {Xk} is infinite. It follows from Hypothesis 3.1 that 
{XR} and {Uk} are bounded. Therefore, we can suppose without loss of generality that Xk--* X., 
U k ~ U , .  
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Lemma 3.3 (ii) and (3.1a) imply 
Vf (x , )  - ~, u~ ~ Vgi(x,) = O, 
i=1  
and (3.1e) implies 
u~ >~ O, m'+l<~i<~m,  
it follows from (3.5) that 
tn '  ttl 
~e(xk) - ~U(xk + d~)/> r y~ Ig,(x~)l + r E 
i=1  i=m'+l  
WI' 
>/ E ( r -  lu~°l)lg~(xk)l + 
i=1  
>/0. 
From Lemma 3.3(i), we have 
gi (x , )=O,  1 <<. i <<. m', 
gi(x,) >>. O, m' + l <<. i <~ m. 
On the other hand, 
T(Xk)--  T(Xk + dk) >~ r ~. max(0, --gi(Xk)) + ~. UtkOgi(Xk) 
i=m' + l i=m" + l 
>~ UtkOgi(Xk), i = m' + 1, . . . ,m. 
It then follows from (3.8) and (3.10) that 
u(~ gi(x,) = O, m' + 1 <<. i ~ m. 
From (3.7)-(3.11), we conclude that x, is a K-T point of(1.1) [] 
max(0, - gi(Xk)) + ~ UtkOgi(xk) 
i=1  
(r - lu~° l )max(0 ,  - gi(xk)) 







4. Local superlinear convergence 
In this section we discuss the convergence rate of the algorithm. In what follows, we shall assume, 
as usual, that the following assumption holds (cf. 1-6]). 
Hypothesis 4.1. (i) dk --, 0, Xk ~ X, and Uk --* U,, where (x,,u,) is a Kuhn-Tucker pair of(1.1). 
(ii) The linear independence of active constraint gradients, the strict complementarity condition, 
and the second order sufficient conditions for optimality hold at the Kuhn-Tucker pair (x, ,  u,). 
(iii) For each k, if y ~ R n is any vector such that NXk y = O, then yT Bky >1 VO Ilyll 2, where Vo is 
a positive constant. 
(iv) Il Pk (Bk - V2 L (x , ,  u,)  )dkll / [[ dkll ---, 0, where matrix Pk projects vectors onto the subspace 
tangent o the constraint surface at Xk. 
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Then we may suppose, without loss of generality, that the active constraints at x,  are identified 
(cf. [6]), and hence, by renumbering the indices of the constraints if necessary, (1.1) reduces to the 
equality constrained problem: 
minimize f (x), 
subject to gi(x)=O, i= l , . . . , l .  
Denote Ok = (g l (Xk) ,  . . - ,g l (Xk) )  T, Nk = (~Tg l (Xk) ,  . - . ,  Vgl(Xk)). 
(4.1a) 
(4.1b) 
Since (4.1) contains only equality 
constraints, subproblem (1.2) also becomes an equality constrained problem, so that dk and U k 
satisfy the following Kuhn-Tucker  conditions: 
Bkdk -- NkUk = -- Vf(Xk), N~dk = - #k. (4.2) 
From the definitions of A k and 9~, in Section 1, we now have that A k = (ak(1), . . . ,  a(kl)), gt  k = gk" Then 
(1.6) can be rewritten as 
A~ CTak = -- #k. (4.3) 
Lemma 4.2. I Idk - dkl l  = O( l ld~l l2 )  
Proof. First we observe that 
a~k i) = ½ (Vgi(Xk) + [7gi(Xk -k- dk)) = Vgi(Xk) + ½ V2gi(Xk)dk + o(lldkll), (4.4) 
and from (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain 
A~ (dk - dk) = U[dk - A [  dk = (Uk -- Ak)T dk 
= _ ½ (VZg,(x~)d~, ..., V~g,(xk)d~)~d~ + o(l ldkl l  2) 
= O( l ldk l l2 ) .  (4 .5 )  
Further, from the definition of aTk, we have that dk t2) = dk ~2), thus 
A[(dk dk) Atkl)T(dk ~') dktl)) + n(z)'r,;r(2) - -  : - -  ,e'a k ~,t,t k - -  dk  (2) )  : Ak(1)T( Jk  (1) - -  dkta)). (4.6) 
Since Ak ~I)T is nonsingular, we can deduce from (4.5) and (4.6) that JlaTk~l)- d~kl)[[ = O( l ldk [ [2 ) .  
Therefore, 
Ildk - dkll = Ild~k 1) --  dk~l)[I = O( l ldkl l2) .  [ ]  
It follows from Hypothesis 4.1 that N ,  = (Vg l (x , ) , . . . ,  Vgt(x,)) has full column rank and 
Ak ~ N, .  Moreover, there exists a positive constant K1 such that Utk ° > 0 (m' + 1 <<. i <<. l), Nk and 
Ak have full column rank for all k ~> K~. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  Hypothesis 3.1 and 4.1 hold, then the algorithm sets a, = l for all sufficiently large k. 
Proof. Assume k >/K1 in the following proof. We omit the subscript k if there is no confusion. 
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From (2.1) and  the def init ion of x(d) we have 
I~'(x + ~d) - ~(x(~)) l  ~< I f (x)  + ~ Vf(x)Td + ½ ~2dXBd - f (x  + ~(d + a(d -  d)))[ 
m' 




Imax(0, - gi(x) - c¢ Vgi(x)T d) 
-- max(0,  -- gi(x + ~(d + ~(d-  d))))[. (4.7) 
The terms on the r ight -hand side of  inequal i ty  (4.7) are denoted  by  t l ,  t2 and t3, respectively. Now 
let us first est imate t2. 
t2 = Igi(x) + ~ Vgi(x)TcTcTa -- [gi(x) + ~ Vgi(x)T(d + ~(c/Ta - d)) 
+ 1 ~2(d + o~(tt- d)) "r V2gffx)(d + ~(c/7- d))] l  + ~20(][d + ~(d-  a)ll 2) 
= ]~2 Vgi(x)T(d_ d) + ½ 5~2(d + ~(d-  d)) T V2gi(x)(d + ~(d-  d))l + ~2o(11d112) 
= 0~2l Vgi(x)Td- Vgi(x)Xd + ½d T V2gi(x)d -I-½ 0~2(d - d )  T V2g i (x ) (d  - d) 
+ ~d v V2g,(x)(d - d)b + ~/o(lldll2). 
Note  that (4.2) and Lemma 4.2 imply  
Vgi(x)Xd = - gi(x), (a y -  d) T V2gi(x)(d-  d) = o(][dl]2), 
d T V2g,(x) (d-  d) = o(lldl12). 
Thus  
t2 = ~2lg,(x) + Vg,(x)Td + ½ d T VZgffx)d + ½d T V2gi(x)d -- ½ d T V2gi(x)d] + 0Uo(l[dl]2). 
F rom Lemma 4.2 we have lald][ - Ildll I ~< lid - dll = o(ILdll), so we can deduce  f rom (4.3) and (4.4) 
that 
gi(x) + Vgi(x)T d + ½ d T V2 gi(x)d = gi(x) + c/Ta T (Vgi(x) + ½ V2 gi(x)d) 
= g~(x) + dr(a ") + o(lldl[)) = gffx) + a")Vd + o(lldll 2) 
= o(llall ). 
Hence  
t2 = ~21 ½d~ V2 gi(x)d - ½ d T ~ 72 gffx)dl + ~Zo(lldll2) 
= ½0~ 2 [(d - d) x V2g,(x)dl + ~20(l ldl l2 )
---- 0~2 o(l[d[lZ). 
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Similarly, f rom the formula max(0, - s )= ½ ( I s l -  s), we obtain that t3 = ~20(11d112). We now 
estimate t l .  
tl = If(x) + ~ Vf (x)T d + ½ ~2 dT Bd - f (x) - ~ Vf  (x)X (d + ~(cTd - d) ) 
-- ½ o~2(d + o-/(d-- d)) r vEf (x ) (d  + ~(d-  d))l + c~2 o(lld + ~(d-  d)ll 2) 
= 1 ½ ~ d ~ n d  - ~ Vf (xV(d -  d) - ½ ~Zd r VV(x)dl + ~2 o(lldl12) 
= a s 1½drBd + Vf(x)Td - -  Vf(x)r~ -- ½d r V2f(x)d + ½d T VV(x)d  
- ½d r V2f (x )d l  + ~20(11d112) 
= ~21 Vf(x)rd + ½ drnd - Vf (x)rd - ½d r V2f(x)dl  + ~2 o(lldl12). (4.8) 
From (4.2)-(4.5) we have 
drBd + gVu = dT  Bd - dV Au = dr (  -- Vf(x)  + Nu) - dT  Au 
= -- d r g f (x )  + aTT(N -- A)U 
= - d T Vf(x)  + tiT( -- ½ V2g, (x)d ,  ..., - ½ V2gt(x)d)u + o(lldll 2) 
l 
= - VT(x)Td- -  ½ ~ u~i)d r V2gi (x)d  + o(lldl12). (4.9) 
i=1  
It follows from Lemma 4.2 and (4.9) that 
l 
Vf  (x) r d + ½ d T g2 f (x)d = _ dr Bd  _ gr u - ½ ~ u(1) d r V2 gi(x)d + ½ d T ga f (x) Td + o(lldll 2) 
i=1  
= - dXBd - gru + ½cl r V~L(x , ,  u,)cl + dVB(d - d) 
+ ½ d r Wf (x )d -  ½ d r V2f (x , )d  
l 1 
- ½ Y', u")d T Wgdx)d  + ½ ~, u~)d r V2gdx , )d  + o(11dl[2). (4.10) 
i=1  i=1 
Since d r B(d - d) = o(11 d[[ 2), we can deduce the fol lowing equalities 
d v V2f (x )d -  d T V2f (x ,  )d = dr (V2f (x )  - V2 f (x , ) )d  + d T V2f (x , ) (d -  d) 
= o(lldl12), 
uti) d x V2 gi(x) TcTcTd - u~) d x V2 g i (x , )d  = uti) d x ga gi(x)(c/Ta - d) 
q- uti) d T Va gi(x)d - u~) d r VE g i (x , )d  
= o(l ldl l )  2. 
Thus, (4.10) can be rewritten as 
Vf(x)T  cTd + ½d T V2f(x)c7 = - -  dT Bd - gXu + ½ d ~ V 2 L (x , ,  u , )d  + o(lldll2). (4.11) 
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Due to (4.2), we get 
Vf(x)T d + ½ dT nd = - ½ dT Bd + uTNTd = -- ½dT Bd - gTu. (4.12) 
Eqs. (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) give the relation 
tl = ~21 - ½dT Bd - -  gTu  + dT  Bd  + gTu  - -  ½ d T V2x L (x , ,u , )d l  + ~20(lldll 2) 
= ½ ~2ldT(n -- V~L(x , ,u , ) )d l  + ~o(lldll~). 
Set W = B - V~(x , ,u , ) ,  P = I - N[NTN] - I  N T. From Hypothesis 4.1(iv), we have 
d TWd = dTpWd + dT(1 -- P) Wd = dTpWd + dTN[NTN]  - INTWd 
= dTpWd - gT(NTN) -~NTWd = o(lldll 2) + O(lldll Ilall) 
= o(lldll  2) + o(llgll). 
Hence, 
t 1 = a2Eo(lldll z) + o(llgll)]. 
Therefore, 
I~V(x + ~d) -- ~(x(a))l ~< a 2 [o(lldll 2) + o(llgll)]. (4.13) 
Now we estimate ~t'(xk) -- ~g(Xk + ~kdk). Let ~ be a constant, and defined by 
#=min{ in f [  man u~°] , r - sup[max lu~°l]}. 
k km'+l~i<~l  k l<<.i<~l 
Due to the assumption that k >1 K~, we have that u~ i) > 0, (m' + 1 ~< i <~ l). It then follows from 
Hypothesis 3.1 (ii) that p > 0. Further, we let 2 be a positive constant A =/~/sup l] g I I; it then follows 
from Hypothesis 4.1(iii) that the matrices {B + ANN a'} are uniformly positive definite. We have 
that 
dTBd = dT(e  + ANNT)d  - AIINTdll 2 >i v, Ildll 2 - Allgll 2 > vl Ildll 2 - #llgll, 
for some Vl > 0. Denote E = {i[ 1 ~< i ~< m'}, then (3.5) implies 
m' l 
~V(x) -- ~(x + d) = r E [gi(x)[ + r E Igi(x)l + E u")g,(x) + ½ dT nd 
i = 1 i6I~ i = 1 
= r y, lo~(x)l + E u(°gi(x) + ~. uO)gi(x) + ½ drBd 
i~EUI~ iE EUI~ ie I~ 
~> [r -- sup ( max lu~°l)] ~ Ig,(x)l 
1 <~i<<.l i~EUI~ 
+ inf(  min u~ °) ~ ]gi(x)] + ½dTBd 
\m '+ l  <~i<~l iel~ 
½ dTBd "~- ~l lg l l  
/> ½ vx Ildll 2 + ½ #llgll. (4.14) 
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Lemma 2.3 and (4.14) give the inequalities 
kV(x) - h°(x + ~d) >/0~[ ~(x) - 5U(x + d)] 1> ½ ~(vx Ildll 2 +/~llgll). 
From (4.13) and (4.15), we have 
tP(x + 0~d) - q~(x(c~)) ~2[-o(lldlt2) + o(llgll)] ~0.  
~-~-~-~ ~-~ ~< ½~(Vllldll 2 +~llgl l)  
Hence 
(4.15) 
+ ad)  - 1. 
= - = 1 + - ,  
!P(x) - ~(x  + 8d) ~P(x) - tP(x + 8d) 
Therefore, there exists a positive constant K2, such that p~2~ >/ t l  >/*2 for all k/> K2. Further, 
Step 5 of the algorithm gives that ~k = 8k >/ "k- l ,  that is, {ak) increases monotonically, and if 
2~k-1 ~< 1, then ~k = &k = 2ak-1 > ~k-1. Let K3 = max{K1,K2}.  Due to the initial step-length 
&o = 1 and the definition &k in Step 6 of the algorithm, we can suppose that ~k = 1/2 a for k = K3, 
where J is a nonnegative integer. The algorithm will not execute Step 4 and p}2) > #1 > #2 when 
k > K3, therefore the algorithm will not execute Step 6 that decreases Ctk by half. Further, the 
algorithm gives that ak = 1 for all k > Ka + J, which completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Our superlinear convergence property is as follows: 
Theorem 4.4. I f  Hypothesis 3.1 and 4.1 hold, then the sequence {Xk) converges uperlinearly. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is similar to that of Theorem 2 in [6]. 
5. Numer ica l  resu l ts  
In this section, we report the numerical results obtained for some standard problems by means of 
a preliminary implementation of Algorithm 2.1. The calculations were done by AST386 in double 
precision arithmetic. 
After some preliminary experiments the following values of the parameters were chosen: 
#1 = 0.2, ~/2 = 0 .1 ,  B 0 = I .  
The updating rule for Bk was defined as in [,13]. The termination condition was 
{{dkll ~< 10 -12 
We first considered two test problems that are known to cause difficulties to SQP algorithms 
employing a nondifferentiable p nalty function. The first one is due to Chamberlain [2], 
min X 2 , 
s.t. - 2x 2 + x 3 + x2 >~ 0, 
- 2(1 - x l )  2 + (1 - x l )  3 + x2 ~> 0. 
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The optimal solution is x ,  = (0.5, 0.375) T. Using x0 = (0, 0) a" as starting point and r = 50, Algo- 
r ithm 2.1 converged in 2 iterations. On the first iteration the unit stepsize was rejected, so that 
cycling between (0, 0) r and (1, 0) T was avoided. 
The second problem considered was Maratos' counterexample [9] showing that a steplength less 
than one will be chosen in a neighborhood of the solution when minimizing the nondifferentiable 
L 1-penalty function. The problem was modified by changing the equality constraint into an 
inequality constraint hat is active at the solution. 
min x 2 + x 2, 
s.t. (x~+l )  2+x~-41>0.  
The optimal solution is x ,  = (1, 0) T. Following [15] we used a series of starting points defined by 
X~o=(1-O.1 i, x /4 - (2 - -0 .1 i )2 )  T, i=1 , . . . ,5 .  
For r = 50, the convergence was attained in 4, 3, 3, 2, 2 iterations, respectively, and the steplength of 
one was always accepted. 
Next we considered a set of six test problems: Problems 28, 43, 71, 79, 80 and 113 of [7]. The 
common feature of these problems is that they have nonlinear constraints except Problem 28. The 
numerical results are shown in Table 1 where, for each problem, we report the number of iterations 
ni, the number of evaluations of the merit function n~, the final value of the objective function f * ,  
and the value of the penalty parameter r.
Finally, following [14, 4-1, we tested the algorithm on a set of 120 randomly generated problems 
that can include highly nonlinear constraints. Each objective function has the form 
E 12 
i :1  - j= l  
where 
Zi = Z Cijxj -~'2p DijkXjXk, i = 1,2, . . . ,n.  
j= l  j= lk=l  
Table 1 
Problem nl n~ f*  r 
28 7 8 0.355 × 10 -l° 50 
43 12 18 - 44.00000 30 
71 4 5 17.0140173 50 
79 11 12 0.0787776 50 
80 6 7 0.0539498 50 
113 17 18 624.30621 50 
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The const ra in ts  are {zi = 0 ; i  = 1,2, ... ,m} or  {zl >>, 0; i  = 1,2, ... ,m}. The  constants  ui 6 [0.1, 1.1], 
Aij ~ [ - 1, 1], C~j e [ - 1, 1] but  Cue  [0.1, 1.1], and  Dgjk e [ --  1, 1] but  Diik = D~kj, are generated  
randomly .  The  parameter  p cont ro ls  the non l inear i ty  of  the constra ints .  The  po in t  x = 0 is 
a so lut ion,  but  o ther  so lut ions  and  local  min ima can occur.  In  all cases we set n = 4, 
x l  = (1, 1, 1, 1) T, and  r = 50. For  five di f ferent choices of  random numbers  we tr ied m = 1, 2, 3 and  4, 
Table 2 
The results of equality constrained test problems 
Parameters 
m p Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1 0.01 24 (24) 27 (27) 17 (17) 19 (19) 14 (14) 
1 0.1 31 (30) 32 (31) 23 (23) 24 (24) 17 (17) 
1 1.0 34 (31) 27 (26) 28 (26) 21 (20) 21 (19) 
2 0.01 17 (17)* 21 (20) 19 (19) 18 (18)* 17 (17) 
2 0.1 23 (23) 25 (23) 24 (21) 19 (17) 32 (26)* 
2 1.0 21 (19) 28 (25)* 38 (28)* 31 (30) 27 (24) 
3 0.01 8 (8) 6 (6) 16 (16) 13 (13) 9 (9) 
3 0.1 15 (15) 8 (7) 18 (18) 9 (9)* 11 (10) 
3 1.0 31 (30)* 11 (10)* 21 (20) 11 (11) 17 (14) 
4 0.01 5 (5) 9 (9) 7 (7) 9 (9) 7 (7) 
4 0.1 6 (5) 9 (9) 7 (7) 8 (8) 7 (7) 
4 1.0 9 (6) 10 (9) 7 (7) 24 (18)* 7 (7) 
Note: Asterisk indicates convergence to a minimum that is different from 
X~0.  
Table 3 
The results of equality constrained test problems 
Parameters 
m p Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1 0.01 18 (18) 24 (24) 27 (25)* 14 (14) 14 (14) 
1 0.1 21 (21) 22 (21) 18 (18) 21 (20) 17 (17) 
1 1.0 32 (28) 27 (26) 27 (23) 24 (22) 20 (18) 
2 0.01 20 (20) 18 (17) 33 (33) 17 (17) 21 (21)* 
2 0.1 25 (22)* 21 (20) 29 (27) 23 (21) 19 (19) 
2 1.0 16 (16) 25 (23) 21 (18)* 12 (8)* 21 (20)* 
3 0.01 14 (14) 15 (14) 18 (18) 25 (24) 17 (17) 
3 0.1 17 (17)* 9 (8) 14 (14) 31 (30) 21 (21) 
3 1.0 18 (17) 13 (10)* 21 (20) 46 (42) 34 (30)* 
4 0.01 9 (9) 8 (8) 11 (11) 6 (6) 5 (5) 
4 0.1 10 (9) 8 (8) 11 (11) 6 (6) 14 (10) 
4 1.0 13 (12) 10 (9) 13 (11) 7 (6) 8 (6)* 
Note: Asterisk indicates convergence to a minimum that is different from 
X~0.  
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p = 0.01, 0.1 and 1, so 60 different equality constrained test problems and 60 different inequality 
constrained test problems. The results of equality constrained test problems are collected in Table 
2, and the results of inequality constrained test problems in Table 3. For each problem, we report 
the number of evaluations of the merit function, and, in brackets, the number of iterations. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented a variant of SQP method for constrained nonlinear optimization problems. 
The main purpose of the paper is that a new correction for the search direction is given by solving 
a system of linear equations at some iteration rather than solving a quadratic programming 
problem at each iteration in [6], and the system of linear equations in subproblem of the 
constraints of the quadratic programming. By means of this new correction, the Maratos effect can 
be obviated, because the step size of unity decreases the nonsmooth exact penalty function 
whenever the current iterate is sufficiently close to a local minimum of the problem. Global 
convergence and local superlinear convergence r sults are proved under the same assumptions as 
those of [6]. 
Numerical results with this algorithm are promising, although improvements are probably made 
if further attention is given to certain areas. These include the choice of the parameters/~1 and 
#2 which govern the inner iteration; and the strategy for adjusting the penalty parameter r. We 
think that some progress might be obtained on this topic. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. dk and u k satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of (1.2), that is, satisfy (3.1). Let 
E = {i11 <<, i <~ m'}, I~- and Ik  are defined by (3.3) and (3.4). 
From (3.1b), we know: if gi(Xk) > O, i cE ,  then gi(Xk) + ctVgi(Xk)X dk >1 O, i cE ,  o~ ~ [0, 1], if 
gi(Xk) ~ 0, i 6 E, then gi(Xk) + ~x[Tgi(xk)T dk ~ O, i ~ E, o~ ~ [0, 1]. Therefore 
]gi(Xk) + o~Vgi(Xk)V dk[ --Igi(x~)l = -[~Vgi(Xk)Vdk[ <~ O, i = 1, .. . ,m'. (A.1) 
From (3.1c), we know: if i~ I~,  then gi(Xk)+ o~Vgi(xk)Tdk >I O, ~e  [0, 1]; if i~ Ik ,  then 
gi(Xk ) + o~ Vgi(Xk ) r dk <~ O, ~ e I'0,~'], where ~' = min {1, -- gi(Xk ) / V gi(Xk ) r dk }. Therefore 
max(0, -- gi(Xk) -- ~ Vgi(Xk)V dk) -- max(0, -- gi(Xk)) 
= {~[~Vgi (Xk)Tdk[ ,  i~ IF  
ie I~  
<. o (A2t 
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From (A.1) and (A.2), we have 
Da~ (Xk) ----- lim E~(Xk + O~dk) -- ~(Xk)]/O~ 
at ...~ O + 
= Vf(xk)Tdk -- r Z I Vgi(Xk)Tdkl -- r Z I Vgi(xk)Tdkl •
icE ielf~ 
Eq. (3.1) implies 
lTf(xk)T dk "~ -- d~ Bkd k -'}- ~ U(k i) Vgi(xk)Tdk 
i=1 
< Z U(ff)Vgi( Xk)Tdk "~ ~ U(ki)~7~i(Xk) Tdk 
iEEUI~ ieI~ 
= E u~i)lTgi(xk)Tdk -- Z U~i)17gi(Xk) 
ieEUI~ iel~ 
<~ Z U~ i) Vgi(Xk)T dk" 
i~guI~ 
Thus 
DaSP(Xk) < Z U~kl) Tgi(xk)Tdk -- r Z ] Vgi(Xk)TdkJ <~ O. 
ieEUl,~ ieEUl~ 
It follows from (2.2) that Dd(2b(Xk) --~ Od ~[t(Xk), which completes the proof of the Lemma. [] 
m Proof of 1.emma 2.3. Let ~1(~) = r ~i~ 1 I gi(Xk) + ~ Vgi(Xk)Tdk l, ~2(00 = r Ei=,,'+ 1 max(0, -- gi(Xk) 
--ctVgi(Xk)rdk), ~3(~) = ~P(00 -- ~l(Ct) -- ~'2(a). From the definition of the convex function, we 
can prove that ~l(ct) is a convex function, and from the formula max(0, - s) = ½(Is l  - s), we can 
prove that ~/'2(~) is a convex function. Since ~(ot )= d~ Bkdk >1 O, we conclude that ~3(00 is 
a convex function. Therefore ~P(00, 0~ e [0, 1], is a convex function. Moreover 
~P(~) ~< ~P(1) + (1 - c 0 ~P(O) = ct~P(1). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. (i) Suppose that limk-.~ [ ~(Xk) -- ~(Xk + dk)] v ~ O. It follows from (3.6) that 
~(Xk) -- ~(Xk+l) >/ 1~28k[~(Xk) -- ~P(Xk + dk)] >f O. 
Thus, from Lemma 3.2(ii) we have that there exists an indexing set S, such that 
{ak }k~S -" 0 (A.3) 
It follows from (2.3) that for a given #1 < 1, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
• (x~) - ~(xk + ~d~) 
Ptkl) = tP(Xk) -- ~P(Xk + 8kdk) >~ I~1, for all ~k ~< 6. 
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The selection of ~k in Step 3 gives (~k+ 1~ (~k, that is, (~k} increases monotonically when ~k ~ ~" 
Thus, from Algorithm 2.1 we have that ~k >/½ ~ for all k, which contradicts with (A.3). 
(ii) Lemma 3.2(i) and Lemma 3.30) imply d~ Bkdk ~ O. Further, B~/2dk ~ O. The boundedness of
{ Bk } gives Bkdk --~ O. [] 
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